
CARDIFF COUNCIL                                                  AGENDA ITEM 11 
CYNGOR CAERDYDD 
 
 
POLICY REVIEW & PERFORMANCE 
SCRUTINY COMMITTEE                     29 October 2013 
 
 
CORRESPONDENCE – INFORMATION REPORT 
 
 
 
Background 
1. Following Committee meetings, the Chair writes a letter to the relevant Cabinet 

Member or senior officer, summing up the Committee’s comments, concerns and 

recommendations regarding the issues considered during that meeting. The letter 

usually asks for a response from the Cabinet Member to any recommendations 

made and sometimes requests further information.   

 

Issues 
2. A copy of the Correspondence Monitoring sheet detailing the Committee’s 

correspondence and those responses received is attached at Appendix A. For 

ease of reference, the lines of those letters to which the Committee has received a 

full response have now been removed from the document where no actions are left 

outstanding. Where new information has been added since the Committee last 

considered a correspondence report, this information is highlighted in bold. 

Attached to this report are copies of recent correspondence, as follows: 

 

15 October 2013 meeting 
3. At its 15 October 2013, the Committee considered the results of the Welsh Local 

Government Association’s Peer Review of the Council. A copy of the Chair’s letter 

to the Leader is attached at Appendix B.   
 

4. It also scrutinised the Wales Audit Office’s Improvement report and Improvement 

letter. A copy of the Chair’s letter to the Deputy Leader is attached at Appendix C. 
A copy of his letter to the Wales Audit Office is attached at Appendix D.  



Legal Implications 
5. The Scrutiny Committee is empowered to enquire, consider, review and 

recommend but not to make policy decisions. As the recommendations in this 

report are to consider and review matters there are no direct legal implications. 

However, legal implications may arise if and when the matters under review are 

implemented with or without any modifications. Any report with recommendations 

for decision that goes to Cabinet/Council will set out any legal implications arising 

from those recommendations. All decisions taken by or on behalf of the Council 

must (a) be within the legal powers of the Council; (b) comply with any procedural 

requirement imposed by law; (c) be within the powers of the body or person 

exercising powers of behalf of the Council; (d) be undertaken in accordance with 

the procedural requirements imposed by the Council e.g. Scrutiny Procedure 

Rules; (e) be fully and properly informed; (f) be properly motivated; (g) be taken 

having regard to the Council's fiduciary duty to its taxpayers; and (h) be reasonable 

and proper in all the circumstances. 

 

Financial Implications 
6. The Scrutiny Committee is empowered to enquire, consider, review and 

recommend but not to make policy decisions. As the recommendations in this 

report are to consider and review matters there are no direct financial implications 

at this stage in relation to any of the work programme. However, financial 

implications may arise if and when the matters under review are implemented with 

or without any modifications. Any report with recommendations for decision that 

goes to Cabinet/Council will set out any financial implications arising from those 

recommendations. 

 

 
Recommendation 
The Committee is recommended to note the content of the letters attached to this report 

and decide whether it wishes to take any further actions, or request any further 

information. 

 
MARIE ROSENTHAL 
County Clerk and Monitoring Officer (Democratic Services) 
23 October 2013 



Policy Review Performance Scrutiny Committee 
Correspondence

23/10/2013

Committee 
date

Committee item Recipient Comments/Information requested Response Further Action

06/03/2013 Information Management Leader Committee:
  - Noted that a Scrutiny Inquiry into Information Management would be 
welcomed and will aim to include in 2013/14 work programme
  - Requested a breakdown of source of information requests, types of 
request received, number of info requests which are in and outside 
timescales and average cost of fulfilling info requests

Response:
  - An inquiry would very much be welcomed
  - Information was provided regarding sources and types of 
requests (the latter at a high level); the number outside the 
timescales and compliance rates
  - Average cost of dealing with a request is not yet available

Include average cost of fulfilling info request as 
part of Inquiry briefing material. The information 
will be available as part of national study by the 
Ministry of Justice, but has not yet been released 
to participants.

17/04/2013 Non-Operational Property Cllr Russell 
Goodway

Committee:
  - Made clear its disappointment that Cllr Goodway did not attend and that 
Committee did not have access to the full draft Cabinet report
  - Commented that there seems to be a lack of vision around the use of 
non-operational property
  - Recommended that the social and community benefits of the estate 
should be considered, as well as the financial benefits
  - Commented that the Review has featured on the Cabinet Forward Plan 
for months without being considered, making planning effective scrutiny 
difficult
  - Welcomed moves to monitor performance of the estate and to compare 
this to other cities
  - Stated that it wishes to consider the Draft Cabinet report in pre-decision. 
Prior to this, a strategic vision for the use of Non-Operational Property 
should be developed, as well as comparative performance indicators, a 
communications strategy for existing tenants, details of the asset 
management process and a statement regarding the non-financial 
value/benefits of the estate.

Response:
 - The Cabinet report will cover many of points raised, but 
officers have been asked to develop a specific section to set out 
the vision for the development of the estate. 
- A review of workshops is being undertaken and the two issues 
will be dealt with in one report. Timescale to be determined. 
 - Cllr Goodway will reflect on the Committee's request to 
consider the report in pre-decision at the appropriate time

UPDATE 09/07/2013
Officers have stated that the report may go to 
September Cabinet in conjunction with a review 
of the Council's workshop estate
UPDATE 12/08/2013
Officers have confirmed that the report will not be 
ready for September Cabinet. Date has yet to be 
confirmed.
UPDATE 20/09/2013
This may be ready for 29th October Committee 
meeting. 
UPDATE 09/10/2013
Asset management has been raised as a 
pressing issue which the Council must address, 
by both the WLGA Peer Review and the WAO 
Improvement Report. 

05/06/2013 Engagement with Scrutiny Cllr Russell 
Goodway

Committee:
  - Expressed concern over the speed and paucity of Councillor Goodway's 
responses over the course of the year and urged him to investigate why 
some letters seemed to have gone missing and to ensure that all points 
and recommendations were addressed in future
  - Requested an update on the WG Callaghan Square letter
  - Expressed their concern about Cabinet attendance at Committee 
meetings

Not yet received UPDATE 09/10/2013
The Scrutiny Chairs and the Cabinet met on 7 
October to discuss future relations



Policy Review Performance Scrutiny Committee 
Correspondence

23/10/2013

Committee 
date

Committee item Recipient Comments/Information requested Response Further Action

09/07/2013 Budget Outturn 2012/13 Cllr Russell 
Goodway

Committee:
- Was concerned by capital slippage and urge Finance to work with service 
areas to profile spend more effectively
- Noted the cost of SAP licenses and that this is not expected to increase
- Requested a subjective breakdown be included in future monitoring 
reports
- Requested information regarding payments to Northampton Council 
regarding Penalty Charge Notices
- Requested the spend profile in relation to the Section 106 payments in 
Parks
- Requested a breakdown of the Corporate Initiatives spend
- Requested further information on the '5 year plan' to transform Council 
services'.

  - No comment regarding capital slippage, SAP licenses or the 
subjective breakdown
  - The 'payments to Northampton Council' should have referred 
to Northampton 'Court'. No further information given
  - Breakdown of the spend profile for S106 Parks monies 
attached
  - Breakdown of Corporate Initiatives spend in 2012/13 attached
  - Regarding the five year plan referred to information included 
in the Budget Strategy 2014/15 report

Subjective breakdown has not been included with 
Month 3 report, although a breakdown of specific 
savings projections is. Committee may like to 
query this when it considers monitoring reports.

12/09/2013 Budget Strategy 2014/15 Cllr Goodway Committee: 
- Requested to be kept informed regarding plans for policy-led and 
business-process led savings as plans develop
- Discussed 'nice to have' versus necessary services and wish to continue 
to engage with the Cabinet as these ideas develop
- Will consider Grants proposals at its next meeting
- Raised the issue of affordability of borrowing.

Committee also made a number of comments about the budget process. 
Members:
- Welcomed the offer of directorate briefings
- Requested to know when the Budget Proposals would be released into 
the public domain
- Hope that the proposals' narrative will reflect the needs of various 
audiences
- Asked that all options presented for consultation are pursued, but asked 
that thought is given to those who prefer not to access web-based surveys
- Request that the full results of consultation are available to scrutiny 
committees and that a full review is carried out afterwards to judge the 
effectiveness of consultation.

Not yet received



Policy Review Performance Scrutiny Committee 
Correspondence

23/10/2013

Committee 
date

Committee item Recipient Comments/Information requested Response Further Action

01/10/2013 Budget Strategy 2013/14 
Proposals for a review of 
Council Grant Funding

Cllr Thorne Committee:
- Welcomed the longer time allowed for consultation
- Requested full scrutiny engagement with the commissioning approach for 
the three proposed packages
- Wishes to understand the implementation costs of the new approach
- Recommends that the neighbourhood fund is as transparent as possible. 
Members wish to consider the allocation process/criteria for applications, 
and recommends regular Scrutiny monitoring of grants made under the 
fund. Committee also wants details of the support which will be given to 
organisations in applying for the grant
- Requested details of the consultation results prior to consideration of the 
final budget proposals
- Recommended that the use of the word 'reserve' (with reference to the 
Advice package) should make clear that this is not funding which is easily 
accessible and is very much a contingency
- Wishes to understand the rationale for the full transfer of the Advice to 
Industry grant and the Audience Wales grant without their being subject to 
a 10% cut.

Not yet received

15/10/2013 WLGA Peer Review Leader Committee:
- Recommended that the Peer Review Action Plan is debated at Full 
Council
- Wishes to consider the Action Plan earlier than 26 Nov if possible
- Were concerned that the Action Plan should be a Member-led document
- Recommended that the Action Plan should contained clearly measurable 
actions and milestones and demonstrate outcomes for citizens
- Will invite Trade Union colleagues to the scrutiny of the Action Plan
- Endorses comments made about the current Corporate Plan, and the 
need for better alignment between financial, corporate and directorate 
business planning
- Wishes to consider the results of the Communications & Media review
- Urges progress on asset management
- Requested further details regarding Personal Performance and 
Development Review completions
- May scheduled further items coming from the Action Plan in future 
meetings
- Wishes to have an update to Month 5 information with M3 budget 
minitoring on 29 Oct.

Not yet received



Policy Review Performance Scrutiny Committee 
Correspondence

23/10/2013

Committee 
date

Committee item Recipient Comments/Information requested Response Further Action

15/10/2013 WAO Improvement report 
& letter

Cllr Cook Committee:
- recommends that methods of making the Council's Annual Improvement 
report more accessible discussed at the meetign are implemented;
- urges action to address the content of the Corporate Plan Delivery Plan 
- Requested clarification regarding WG improvement advice that was not 
made available to the Cabinet
- Notes that a further review of performance reporting is underway and 
therefore postpones its request for a bespoke report
- Will investigate a comparative performance research project with the 
Scrutiny Research team
- Urges action on asset management.

Not yet received
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